Nationalism

& Social Change
A. Patterns of Indigenous Reactions

1. Resistance by strong states
   (armed combat to strategic negotiations)
a. three British wars to defeat the Burmese (1823-26, 1851-52 & 1886)
b. compromises & wars to destabilize Vietnamese monarchy

(Danang 1858)

& (Lang Son 1885)
c. Java’s Matram in battle & negotiations
2. Diplomacy
   a. Thailand – the buffer state uses its advantage
b. Laos & Cambodia remote & removed = survival
3. Rebellions of all sorts
   a. peasant uprisings – anti-taxation & anti-landlord
   b. defiance by local rulers – Malayan peninsula
c. religious – traditional + Western influence

1.) Burma – Saya San
2.) Vietnam – Cao Dai